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ones on development, (c) conflict and post-conflict recovery, and (d) post natural 
disaster reconstruction. Paper abstracts are to be submitted along with the registration 

form by the 30th November 2013. More informat ion and registration forms. 

• Kolkata conference on Dispossession, Livelihoods, and Contestat ion In India's 
Capitalist Transition 

The Institute of Development 
Studies Kolkata (IDSK) hosts 
a conference entitled "The 
Return of the Land Question: 

Dispossession, Livelihoods, 
and Contestation in India's 
Capitalist Transition" on 4-6 
March 2014. It is 
co-organised by the Australia 

India Institute and the Faculty 
of Arts at University of 

Melbourne, Australia; and the Indian Institute of Management Calcutta (IIMC). This 
interdisciplinary conference seeks to understand the process of dispossession and its 
ramifications for the political economy of capital accumulation in the Indian economy. It 
therefore seeks to address, Inter alia, the following sets of issues: what is the nature of 
agrarian accumulation that has resulted in the unwillingness of peasants to sell land? 
What are the employment and livelihood challenges faced by the dispossessed? What 
has been the nature of contestation that this process of widespread dispossession has 

elicited? What is the nature of state-capital relationship(s) that underpin this process 
and has this been constrained by contestation from below within the context of a 
democratic polity? Who are the stakeholders in this transition process? Has the process 

of contestation and parliamentary democracy materially altered this process of 
dispossession? 

Scholars from India and abroad are invited to submit proposals, which cover some facet 
of the land question in India. For India-based participants selected for the conference 

the organisers will provide roundtrip economy class airfare and lodging and boarding for 
the duration of the conference. To international invitees they will provide 
accommodation and meals but encourage international scholars to seek travel funding of 
their own as we expect to be able to provide only partial travel support. Last date for 
abstract submission is 8th December 2013. Full information . 

• New Delhi conference on India's Role In the First World War 

The Centre for Armed Forces 

Historical Research (CAFHR) 
at the United Service 
Institution of India holds a 
conference on 'India and the 
Great War' in New Delhi on 
5-7 March 2014. The First 

'--------'World War (1914-1918) or 
the Great War for Civilisation, as it was known 
at the time, was a watershed event in modern 
world history. The events of that conflict changed 
the social and political map of the world forever. 
The conference is co-organised by the Ministry of 

External Affairs (MEA), Government of India, and 
is part of a USI-MEA Great War Centenary 

Commemoration Project. Invited speakers 

USl-MEA GREAT WAR CENTENARY 

COl\U\lEMORATION PROJECT 

include Ashok Nath from Stockholm University, who will speak about "A Grand Spectacle 
- Indian Cavalry and Infantry Regiments of the Great War''; and Fredrik Petersson from 
.8.bo Akademi University, Finland, who will speak about "Subversive Indian Networks in 
Berlin and Europe, 1914-18". 
India, though a colony at the time, actively supported the war effort in its bid to gain 

Dominion status. Mainstream political opinion in 1914 was of the view that if India 
desired greater responsibility and political autonomy, it must be willing to share in the 

burden of imperial defence. As a result, India contributed immensely to the war effort in 
terms of both men and material. Her soldiers served with credit and honour in numerous 
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battlefields around the globe: in France and Belgium, in Aden, East Africa, Gallipoli, 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Palestine, Persia, Salonica, Russia, and even in China. By the end 

of the war 1,100,00U Indians had served overseas at the cost of 60,000 dead. 

The 'India and the Great War' conference aims to be the starting-point for a 
wide-ranging dialogue on India's participation in the War. By bringing together scholars 
and experts to examine diverse facets of India's involvement in the conflict through a 
series of themed sessions, the conference hopes to unlock new perspectives and 
generate fresh insights on Indian participation in the Great War. The aim is to paint a 
broad-brush picture of the theme 'India and the Great War', on an unprecedented scale, 

and highlight multiple interpretations and perspectives that unfold 100 years since the 
outbreak of the war. More information. 

· Dhaka conference on Democracy, Citizenship and Urban Violence 

The 2nd Annual Conference of 
Urban Research and 

Development Society wi ll be 
held at University of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh on 12-13 March 

2014. Please note the 

conference has been 
reschedueld from December 
2013. 

The theme for the conference 
will be "Democracy, Citizenship 

and Urban Violence". Based on 
Bangladeshi experiences 
where inequality and social 
polarization has led to new 
forms of urban violence, and with disjunctions between democracy and modernity -

producing fragmented urban spaces, the conference aims to address urban violence 
under neoliberal democracy and insurgent form of citizenship. 
Today's Dhaka is a city of shopping malls, restaurants, cafes, beauty parlours and 

glamorous gymnasiums. Dhaka in a short space of t ime has transformed, the landscape 
now dominated by new developments and an array of real-estate advertisements 
offering lucrative land and housing deals across the city. Alongside these new 
developments a new wave of service privatization, of universities, hospitals and schools 
is sweeping across the city, pricing out the vast majority from access to basic services. 

Millions of poor people moved to the city's peripheries with the hope and prosperity 
where they were again entrapped into the new urban poverty. It is thus in this context 
in which the peripheries, where new manufacturing and garments factories are fast 

developing, which become centers for poverty, violence and exploitation. In fact, urban 
poverty, widespread violence, and massive population movements to Dhaka have 
contributed to the peripheralization of poverty and v iolence during the period of market 
democracy. This new forms of urban violence has produced citizen insecurity. 
The conference organisers are Prof. Shahadat Hossain, and Dr. Samina Luthfa, both 
from the Dept. of Sociology, University of Dhaka. Deadline for submitting abstracts is 25 
January 2014. More information. 

• Third Association for Nepal and Himalayan Studies conference at Yale 

The Association for Nepal and Himalayan 

Studies (ANHS) holds its 3rd annual 
conference at Yale University in New Haven, 
Connecticut, USA, 14 - 16 March 2014. The 

~, ANHS 
THE ASSQ(1AT1Q\I rOP. \lfPAl A'~ (J ~flMAIAYAN SfUDlfS 

conference is hosted by the Yale Himalaya Initiative and convened by Dr Mark Turin. As 
a central theme, the 3rd Himalayan Studies Conference wi ll address the idea of 
Communities, broadly conceived . This includes issues relating to communities within and 
across the Himalaya; ongoing partnerships between scholars, governments and citizens 
in the region; as well as communities of practice that support Himalayan Studies as an 
emerging f ield of interdisciplinary scholarship and practice. 
Participation in the conference is restricted to members of the ANHS. The deadline for al l 

panel proposals was 30 September 2013. Panels include: 

• Citizenship, Political Subjectivity, and the State 
• Conservation Policies, Social Ecologies, and Community Practices in Bhutan 
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• Himalayan Ummah: Global and Local Muslim Community in the Himalayas 
• Representation of the Himalayas in Films and Media 
• Translating Medi~a l Ideas across Himalayan Communities of Sowa Rigpa Medical 

Practitioners, Past and Present 
More information . 

• Thiruvananthapuram conference on Disaster, Risk and Vulnerability 

The Department of Geology, University of Kerala in Thiruvananthapuram, India is 
organizing the "Disaster, Risk and Vulnerability Conference 2014" (DRVC 2014) from 24 
- 26 April 2014. It coincides with the department celebrating its Golden Jubilee 
Year. The conference is in continuation of the successful DRVC2011 conference which 
was held in the School of Environmental Sciences, Mahatma Gandhi University, 
Kottayam, Kera la, India in March 2011. Deadline for submitting abstracts is 1 March 
2014. More information . 

• London PhD Graduate Workshop on Crossing borders In South Asia 

The brand new SOAS South Asia Institute 
(SSA!) at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London, organises a 
graduate student workshop on the theme 
"Crossing borders in South Asia" on 

SOAS 
J of London 

South Asia 
Institute 

Wednesday 7 May 2014, 09.00-18.00. Venue: SOAS, Russell Square College Buildings, 
room 4429, London. 
Papers are invited that pose a challenge to 'methodological nationalism' and focus on 
processes among people, regardless of either national boundaries or the state. In recent 
years, increasing scholarly attention has been paid to borderlands, thus complementing 
and challenging the traditional focus on nations and states, and Scott's concept of Zomia 
is well embedded in many of these debates. However, there remains considerable scope 
for problematizing the 'methodological nationalism' of many studies of society and 
culture in postcolonial South Asia . The papers should examine the influence and impact 
upon the populations of neighbouring states of ideological and cultural developments 
that have taken place within India's borders, or in the reverse direction, or even totally 
outside the region, but with an impact that transcends considerations of national, 
cultural and political boundaries. The focus of the workshop will be on cross-border 
relationships and interactions at a level below that of the state, ie. questions of 
governmental foreign policy and foreign relations will not be central to our discussions. 
Deadline for submitting paper abstracts is 21 February 2014. More information. 

• Gottlngen workshop on Modern Histories of Indian Business 

-- Center for Modern Indian Studies at the University of Gottingen in 

CeMIS Germany is organising a workshop focusing on the theme 
"Informal and Everyday Markets: Modern Histories of Indian 
Business and Entrepreneurship since the Nineteenth Century" 
from June 18-20, 2014. The workshop aims to explore histories of 
Indian markets, business and entrepreneurship in the global as 

~------~well as local context. It focuses on the informal and everyday 
markets including labor and credit markets during the nineteenth 

and twentieth century which are so crucial for Indian business history but are seldom 
made a focal point of analysis. By inviting scholars to pay special attention to the 
informality of economic transactions and on the inter-personal characteristics of markets 
instead of their abstract nature, we hope to shed some light on markets that too often 
are left as conceptual black boxes and taken for granted. Markets are often described by 
their institutional set-ups and formal regulations alone, leaving their underpinnings on 
informal cultural values, social embedment, informal exchanges, traditional everyday 
interactions, and in some cases even illegal activities unaddressed. Deadline for 
submission of papers to be presented at the workshop Is 15 February 2014. More 
information . 

• Singapore workshop on Mobilities and Exceptional Spaces In Asia 

The National University of Singapore (NUS) is 
organising a research workshop entitled 
"Mobilities and Exceptional Spaces in Asia" 8 - 9 

_L 
ARI / I 

.. ........ -
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July 2014. Venue: Asia Research Institute (ARI}, 
Seminar Room, Tower Block Level 10 469A Bukit Timah Road, Singapore. This workshop 
calls for fresh empincal research on a variety of spaces of exception in Asia to shed light 
on new ways capitalism works socially and culturally under contemporary globalisation. 
The organisers welcome papers that address issues such as "What new f lows of capital, 
labour, money, consumer power are created by/in exceptional spaces?"; "What roles 
does gender, race, ethnicity, class, sexuality and other identity markers/social 
categories play in how exceptional spaces are organised and experienced?"; and "What 
historical connections exist between the recent use of exceptional spaces and past 
phenomena including during the time of colonialism?". 
Sociologists, anthropologists, geographers and scholars from associated disciplines are 
invited to submit papers pertaining to these or related issues before 13 February 2014. 
More information. 

• lnterdlsclplinary comparative seminar on Balkans and South Asia at Ohio State 
University 

0 
THE OHIO STATE 

UNIVERSITY 

Ohio State University's 
Sawyer Seminar 
Conference 2014 will 
focus on the theme 
"Imagining Alternative 

.__ _______ _,Modernities: 

Interventions from the Balkans and South Asia". 
The conference will be held at Ohio State 
University Campus in Columbus 9- 11 October 
2014. The conference completes and 
complements a series of interdisciplinary 
activities in 2013-14, supported by the Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation through the John E. Sawyer 
Seminars on the Comparative Study of Cultures 
grant program. On the surface, the Balkans and 
South Asia might seem to have little in common. 
However, despite many specific differences, they 
share similar dilemmas of linguistic, religious, 
cultural, and ethno-national complexity, similar 
turbulent political developments associated with 
imperial, post-colonial, and Cold War legacies, and a similar diversity of responses to 
these historical and contemporary challenges. Both areas have seen a mixing of people 
through migratory settlement, conquest, contact, and trade. But both have also 
experienced periods of reaction to cultural hybridity: a radical unmlxing of people 
through partition and population exchange. The impact of these upheavals is seen in the 
direct violence of war and devastation, but also through crises on the levels of language, 
religion, and other modes of culture and human creative activity. 
Proposals for paper presentations from any disciplinary or interdisciplinary perspective 
within the humanities and social sciences addressing one or more of the following 

'- themes in the Balkans or in South Asia, or comparatively between the two regions: 1. 

16 av 19 

Violence, Gender, and Human Rights, 2. Nation, Religion, Language, and Secularism, 3. 
Minorities, State, Language, and Citizenship and 4. Postcolonial and Postsocialist 
Perspectives on Neoliberalism. The deadline for submission is 17 March 2014. More 
information. 

• London conference on Violence, Colonialism and Empire In the Contemporary World 

A conference entitled "Violence, Colonialism and Empire in the 
Modern and Contemporary World" will be held at British Academy 
in London from 29 June to 1 July 2015. The conference is 
sponsored by the Centre for the History of Violence (CHOV) at the 
University of Newcastle, Australia. This conference will bring 
together scholars from across the world to explore innovative ways 
of cri tical ly engaging with the question of violence, repression and 
atrocity in imperial and colonial empires, its representations and memories, from the 
late eighteenth through to the twentieth century. Invited guest speakers are Partha 
Chatterjee, Columbia University; and Elizabeth Kolsky, Villanova University. 
The conference organizers encourage scholars to interpret the conference themes 
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broadly in crafting their proposals and are not limited to European colonial empires 
made up of settler societies, but also empires of occupation. Call for papers to be 

presented at the ~onference is open until 1 December 2014. More 1nf0<matoon. 

• Other conferences connected to South Asian studies all over the World 

See SASNET's page, http://www.sasnet.lu.se/conferences/conferences 

B )SS ""'JC~ 

• Information about South Asia related business and politics in Sweden 
See SASNET's page, http://www.sasnet.lu .se/news-sources/swedish-politics
and ·business-related-south-asia 

South Asia related culture in Scandtna111a 

• Huddinge performance of Kali - Time and Change 

Uinsmusiken in Stockholm had 
a grand premiere for Kali -
Time and Change, a 
performance containing 
contemporary Swedish music 
in an exciting encounter with 
Indian dance, on Wednesday 5 

February 2014, at 19.00. 
Venue: Teater 
Siava, Kyrkogardsvagen 

2, Huddinge (south of 
Stockholm). The music was 
composed by Eva Siden for 
wind instruments, percussion, piano, electronic band meeting, and the specially written 
choreography was made by by Usha Balasundaramwell known for her Bharatanatyam 
dance school Saraswathy Kalakendra Institution of Fine Arts in Huddinge. Young people 

from Varby school had been in the process of creation through ljud/musik- and dance 
workshops. Full information . 

• Interesting Indian films screened at 37th Goteborg Film Festival 

The 37th Goteborg International Film 

Festival (GIFF), this year held from 
24 January till 3 February 2014, was 

as usual a grand feast for cineasts. 
More than 500 films from altogether 
87 countries were screened during 
the festival period. South Asia was 
reprsented by six Indian films and 

one joint US-Nepalese one. Lars 
Eklund was there and watched some 
of the interesting Indian films, 

amomg them Janaki Vishwanathan's 
Hindi film "Yeh Hai Bakrapur" (The Goat Vote), a socio-political satire set in rural south 

India. A goat that suddenly is considered to be divine leads to a Hindu-Muslim 
communal divide in the village. 
"QISSA" was an Indian-German 2013 drama film by Anup Singh, set in post-colonial 
India. Umber Singh, a Sikh punjabi, is forced to flee his village in west Punjab due to 

ethnic cleansing at the time of partition in 1947. He builds a new home for his family. 
Longing too much for a boy heir Umber raises his youngest girl chi ld a boy. This leads in 
the end to catastrophy. 
Another highly interesting movie being screened was Marathi film maker Nagraj Manjule 
with a highly emotive film entitled "Fandry", describing all too well the unlawful caste 

discrimination facing a Dalit family living in a Maharashtra village. The film won the 
Grand Jury Prize at the Mumbai International Film Festival in 2013, and is actually 
expected to be released theatrically in India now in February 2014. Read more in Lars 

Eklund's festival report. 

• Information about South Asia related culture In Sweden/ Scandinavia 
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See SASNET's page, http://www.sasnet.lu.se/cultural-events 

New and updated rtems on SASNET web site 

• Report on Asian views on Europe's Role for Security In a Multlpolar World 

The Third NFG (Nachwuchsforschungsgruppe) Academic 
Council Meeting was held in New Delhi, India, on 26-27 
September 2013 in association with Jawaharlal Nehru 
University (JNU), the Observer Research Foundation, and the 
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung India. The Conference on 'Europe's 
Role for Security in a Multipolar World: the Views from India 

and China' brought together academics, practitioners, and 
policy makers from Europe, India and China, with the aim of 
bridging the gap between academic and policy debates in Asia 

and Europe. 
This third Annual Conference built upon the discussions and 
results of previous conferences in Berlin (2011) and Beij ing 

(2012), and brought together a community of distinguished 

Europe's Role for Security 
in a MultipolarWorld 

policy-makers and scholars from India, China, Japan, the United States and Europe to 
discuss and compare their perspectives on Asian perceptions of the EU as a security 
actor. 
The conference also provided a platform to present the most recent findings from 

extensive field research in the NFG's two core case studies: EU-Asian cooperation in (i) 
peacekeeping and (ii) export control regimes. Discussion also centred on the role of 

strategic partnerships, differences between the EU and the US model of security, as 
well as past, present and future roles for the EU as a security actor In Asia. 
A full report of the Conference has now been released. Go for the report. 

• Swedish departments where research on South Asia is going on 

This month there were 3 new departments added to SASNET's list: 

* Department of Communication and Media (KOM), Lund University 

* Department of Chemical Engineering, Lund University 
* Department of Signal Processing, School of Electrical Engineering, 

Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm 

Constantly added to the list of research environments at Swedish universities, presented 
by SASNET. The full list now Includes nearly 300 departments, with detailed descriptions 
of the South Asia related research and education taking place! See the full list of 

departments here: http://www.sasnet.lu .se/institut1ons/reserch-environments 

• Useful travelling information 

Look at our Travel Advice page. Updated travel advises from the The British Foreign & 

Commonwealth Office about safety aspects on travelling to the countries of South Asia. 

Best regards 

1 11"1i Ekl• nd 

Deputy Director/Research Communicator 
SASNET /Swedish South Asian Studies Network 

SASNET is a national network for research, education, and information 
about South Asia and is based at Lund University. Its aim is to promote a 

dynamic networking process in which Swedish researchers cooperate with 
their counterparts in South Asia and around the globe. 
The SASNET network is open to all branches of the natural and social 
sciences. Priority is given to interdisciplinary cooperation across faculties, 
and more particularly to institutions in the Nordic countries and South Asia. 

SASNET believes that South Asian studies will be most fruitfully pursued as 
a cooperative endeavour among researchers in different institutions who 
have a solid base in their mother disciplines. 
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SASNET seminar on Democratic Struggle in South Asia from a youth perspective 

A seminar entitled "South Asia's Democratic Struggle - Youth Perspectives" will be held at Lund University on Monday 3 March 
2014, 16.00-18.00. This event is jointly organised by SASNET, the South Asian Students Association (SASA), the School of 
Social Work, and South Asian participants in the ongoing Social Innovation in a Digital Context (SIDC) programme at Lund 
University. Venue: Edebalksalen, School of Social Work (SocialhOgskolan), Bredgatan 26, Lund. 
South Asia now has a population of 1. 70 billion people. One fifth of the population is between the ages of 15 and 24. This is the 
largest number of young people ever to transition into adulthood in the history of world. Is this a blessing or curse? Each country 
of South Asia is facing a myriad of political, economic and social problems and it has adversely high impacts on its young. 
Unemployment, illiteracy, narcotics abuse and crime are some of the many problem youth are encountering. The purpose of the 
seminar entitled is to provide a platform for the young voices from the region. South Asian students and social activists at SIDC 
program coming from different countries including India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Maldives will explore the democratic 
struggles of their respective countries and what young people are doing to fight social and economic injustices as individuals 
and organised movements. Read more ... h1tp·//www.s11snet lu.se/sasa march201'1 

Doctoral dissertation on rural energy access in developing countries 

Brijesh Mainali from the Energy and Climate Studies Unit, Dept. of Energy Technology, ITM/KTH - Royal Institute of Technology 
in Stockholm will defend his doctoral dissertation entitled "Sustainability of rural energy access in developing countries• on 
Friday 7 March 2014, at 13.00. It focuses on renewable energy solutions in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. To understand the 
impact of policies in the formation of renewable energy based rural electrification market, a case study was conducted in Nepal. 
The study has shown that rural electrification has been expanding as a consequence of market-oriented policies. When it comes 
to selection of electrification pathways, different technological alternatives are analysed in Afghanistan and Nepal. The analysis 
has presented best-fit conditions for these various technological pathways in the two countries and verified whether they are 
following the appropriate and cost effective course in their efforts to expand rural electrification. Read more .. . 
http<iwww.~ 3net.lu.selcL ntent/doctoral 01ssertahon-rura1-energy access-developing-countnes 

Time to apply for funding from Swedish Research Council 

The 2014 general call for applications to the Swedish Research Council(Vetenskapsradet) for Project Research Grants in all 
subject areas opened on 20 February. Closing dates for applications vary between subject areas and calls for application:
Humanities and Social Sciences, - Educational Sciences, and- Artistic Research: All on 26 March 2014.- Medicine and 
Health: 2 April 2014.- Natural and Engineering Sciences: 9 April 2014.- Infrastructure: 23 April 2014. Read more ... 
http.tN.ww :met.... s.;t·o•11t;ntilimE aooly-fundinq swedish res1<11ch-council=9 

Time to apply for 2014 Swedish Research Links and Development Research grants 

The Swedish Research Council now invites applications for two research programmes of relevance to low- and middle- income 
countries, U·forsk (till 2011 administered by Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency Sida); and Swedish 
Research Links. Scientists within all academic areas are welcome to apply. Deadline for applications to both programmes is 
Wednesday 2 April 2014. 

- Project Research Grants within the field of Development Research (a follow-up programme to the U-forsk grants that used to 
be provided by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). Grants will be given to high quality research 
that is relevant to the overall goals of Swedish development cooperation, and the goals for global development policy. 

- The Swedish Research Links programme offers grants for international collaborative research projects of high scientific quality 
and of mutual relevance for scientists in Sweden and scientists in Asia, the Middle East and North Africa. Africa, Latin America 
and Europe. In South Asia, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka are eligible countries. 
Read more ... http://www.snsnet.lu. sefcontent!time·apply-2014-swedlsh-research· links-and-development -reseflrch-grants 

Call for joint Inda-Swedish Research Programme in Medicine and Natural Sciences 

On 20 February 2014, the Swedish Research Council, and the Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, 
opened the Call for a new lndo-Swedish Joint Research Programme (JRP). The aim is to support research of the highest 
scientific quality in the areas of medicine, health, natural sciences and engineering sciences. Grants for JRPs are meant to 
promote collaborative projects with clearly defined goals involving at least one Swedish and one Indian partner. The research is 
to be carried out at the research facilities involved; reciprocal visits and short stays in Sweden for researchers from India and 
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Aarhus University introduces Masters programme in South Asian Studies 

From 1 September 2014 onwards it will be possible to take a Master's degree programme in South Asian studies at Aarhus 
University. Graduates will gain in-depth knowledge of central political, social and cultural tendencies in India and South Asia. 
They will become specialists with regard to India, the world's largest democracy that in 2025 is expected to overtake China and 
become the most populous nation in the world. South Asia is now home to 25% of the world 's population. Programme 
coordinator is Dr. Uwe Skoda, Department of Culture and Society at Aarhus University. Read more ... 
.L ~" · sas lt!! 'contentad. tL ni.'.'rsity-1nt <l s-masters-p1 'Y 1mme-so1 J1 ~s -;;.tudies 

SASNET seminar on Reporting from Maldives - Lost Paradise in the Indian Ocean 

Australian journalist John James Robinson held an appreciated SASNET seminar on "Paradise Lost. Beyond the Beach, Booze 
and Bikinis: Reporting the Dark Side of the Maldives" in Lund on Tuesday 25 February 2014, 15.15-17.00. The seminar was 
jointly organised by SASNET, the South Asia Student Association (SASA), and the School of Social Work, Lund University. 
Venue: Edebalksalen. School of Social Work (SocialhOgskolan), Bredgatan 26, Lund. Read more .. . 
http./lwww.sasMt.lu selrobinson 

SASNET seminar on India's North-Eastern Frontiers 1790-1840 

SASNET invites to a seminar at Lund University with Professor Gunnel Cederlof on "founding an Empire on India's North
Eastern Frontiers 1790-1840" on Friday 21 March 2014, 15.15-17.00. The seminar is connected to the launch of her new book 
with the same title. The book is a richly detailed historical work of the unsettled half-century from the 1790s to the 1830s when 
the British East India Company strove to establish control of the colonial north-eastern frontiers spanning the River Brahmaputra 
to the Burmese border. 
As a generous offer from the books publisher, from 21st March Gunnel's book will be available to buy at a reduced price at 
Akademibokhandeln in Lund. The number of copies is however limited. Read more ... 

Stockholm double seminar with researchers from llT Madras 

Associate Professor Jyotirmaya Tripathy, and Associate Professor Sudarsan Padmanabhan, two researchers from the 
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences at Indian Institute of Technology (llT) Madras in Chennai, India, will hold a joint 
guest lecture at Stockholm University on Monday 10 March 2014, 13.00-15.00. Dr. Tripathy's presentation is entitled "Women's 
Rights in India: Failure of Morality, Governance or Democracy?", focusing on the repeated violations of women's rights in India 
not only occur along the normal fault-lines of caste and class in rural India but also in the supposedly more liberated urban 
environs. Dr. Padmanabhan wll speak about "Indian Environmentalism and its Fragments•, focusing on the origin and 
development of two environmental movements in Odisha, a state in the eastern part of India. One is in the coastal region 
involving the South Korean Steel company POSCO which plans to develop a steel plant in the district of Jagatsinghpur and the 
other involves a British company Vedanta Aluminium Limited which has already constructed a refinery at Lanjigarh and has 
been seeking permission to mine bauxite from Niyamagiri hills, the hill which is worshipped as god by the local tribe called 
Dongria Kandha tribes. Read more ... 'lttp-//www.sasnq ill sP-/contenVstcr:kholm-double·sP.rr1 r ar-researc htlf'> 1it-madras 

Stockholm seminar on Afghani Women in Transition 

The Swedish Institute of International Affairs (UI) invites to a seminar entitled "Women in Transition. Exit Afghanistan" on 
Wednesday 12 March 2014, 14.00-15.30. The invited speakers are Dr Saeed Parto (photo), Director of Research, Afghanistan 
Public Policy Research Organization (APPRO) based in Kabul; Anna-Karin Johansson, Secretary General, the Swedish 
Committee for Afghanistan (SCA); and Eva Johansson, head of the Afghanistan Section at the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). The seminar will be moderated by Anna Wieslander, Head of Information at UI. Read 
more ... http://wwwsasm~tlu.se/content/stockholm-seminar-afqhani-womrm transition 

Gothenburg seminar on Indian Economy in the year of General Election 

Ashok Thampy, Associate Professor in Finance at the Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (llMB) holds a breakfast 
seminar entitled "The Year of General Election: On the Indian Economy and Business" in Gothenburg on Tuesday 25 March 
2014, 08.00-10.00. Dr. Thampy, who is also a visiting professor at the School of Business, Economics and Law at the University 
of Gothenburg, will discuss the occuring claim that the Indian economy is at an inflection point, and that the forthcoming general 
election is pivotal for India's future development. Read more ... http://www s..isner lu se/contuitlgothenburs sein1nar-indiar 
<;cc •iomy-vear-g,n ~·~ uection 

Delhi conference on Textual and Lived Religions: Precepts and Practices 

A conference on "Textual and Lived Religions: Precepts and Practices" will be held at Jamia Millia lslamia University in Delhi on 
21- 22 March 2014. It seeks to explore the complex relationships between the inviolable written words of canonical and non
canonical texts and their dialectics and dimensions in society. Evidence from archaeology, epigraphy, visual and performing arts, 
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primal religions, often questions and deviates from the established and traditional forms considered 'authentic'. Read more ... 
http.//www.Sa'iOe\.lu.se/content'de I 1·conference-textual·and-hyed-religions-prw:cpts-and-pract1ces 

Inaugural lecture for Thomas Blom Hansen in Copenhagen 

Thomas Blom Hansen, Professor in South Asian Studies and in Anthropology at Stanford University will give his inaugural 
lecture as Adjunct Professor connected to South Asian Studies at the Dept. of Cross-Cultural and Regional Studies, University 
of Copenhagen. The seminar, being organised by the Centre of Global South Asian Studies, will be held on Friday 21 March 
2014, 14.00 - 16.00. Read more ... [lltp.//w r1w sasnet It ,?u~ontentlinaugural 11'1'.:t\JI r..!ttol]1as-blom h.fillli.~1:Q.QP.<.mhagen 

Manchester and South Asian Arts theme for 2014 SAAG Symposium 

The 2014 Annual Symposium of the UK based South Asian Arts Group (SAAG) will be held at the Manchester School of Art on 
Friday 28 March. It is being hosted by Manchester Institute for Research and Innovation in Art and Design (MIRIAD) that 
Manchester School of Art is a part of at Manchester Metropolitan University. The theme of the meeting is •Manchester and South 
Asian Arts•, and there will also be the opportunity to find out more about SAAG and meet with speakers and delegates. Read 
more ... htto //www,sasnet lu setcornent/manchester-and-s0uth·asiaonrts-theme-?014-saag-sympos1um 

Copenhagen seminar on Social Entrepreneurship for Growth 

The Department of Inter-cultural Communication and Management at Copenhagen Business School (CBS) in Frederiksberg 
organises atwo-day conference entitled "Co-Creating Social Entrepreneurship for Growth" on 2-3 April 2014. Keynote speakers 
include Professor Bibek Banerjee, President of the Institute of Management Technology (IMT) in Ghaziabad. The objective of 
the conference is to disseminate the cross country case studies of how social entrepreneur's co- create their solutions across 
four regions of the world, India, Brazil, Bulgaria and Denmark, clarify the implications for theory building based on the case 
studies; and explore how to develop Management teaching around social enterprise. Read more ... 
http'/lwww . .,asnet lu se/contentlcop<mhagen-sem1nar-sociat entrepreneurship growth 

Sri Lanka conference for Youth Dialogue on Global Development 

To create an inclusive youth participation platform that enables young people to review the progress on the achievement of the 
Millennium Development Goals and Implementation of post-2015 development agenda, Sri Lanka is hosting one of the biggest 
youth conference titled "World Conference on Youth" from May 6-9, 2014". The conference is organised by The International 
Youth Task Force (IYTF) in collaboration with the National Task Force appointed by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Skills 
Development of Sri Lanka. The main theme of WCY 2014 is "Mainstreaming Youth in the Post 2015 Development Agenda". 
Applications are open until Sunday 2 March 2014. Read more ... 1ttp:/iwww.;;>a.nt t ll sef;O)tentlsri-lan .::i- 1f jef'l(',e-youth· 
dialooLA ':!·glo1>al·dt>vt..1ooment 

Toronto conference on study of Pakistan beyond tremors & terror 

Three Canadian universities - University of Toronto, Ryerson University and York University - all in Toronto, jointly hold a 
conference on the theme "Pakistan beyond tremors and terror: critical engagements with political, economic and cultural 
change• on 29 - 30 May 2014. As host to a daily onslaught of bomb-blasts, "honour killings•, and "mob" violence, Pakistan 
regularly populates the pages of the international mainstream press. But these popular journalistic accounts often leave the 
impression that the country is embroiled in a spate of irrationality, violence and Islamic fundamentalism. Call for papers is now 
open and deadline has been extended to 2 March 2014. Read more ... http /twww.sasnet.lu se/contentlloronto-conferenc" 
study-paldstan-beyond-tremors-terror 

Peshawar conference on Change in the Pak-Afghan Borderland 

The Department of Political Science at University of Peshawar, Pakistan, and the Hanns Seidel Foundation in Germany jointly 
organise a conference entiled 'Dynamics of Change in the Pak-Afghan Borderland: An interplay of Past Legacies, Present 
Realities and Future Scenarios,' to be held on June 25-26, 2014 at the Bara Gali Summer Campus of the University of 
Peshawar, 95 km from Islamabad (between Murree and Abottabad). The organisers invite papers on issues such as 
Governance Reforms and change in the Pak-Afghan Borderland; Provincial autonomy, devolution and bottom up processes of 
change; Ethno-nationalism in the region; Militancy, religious extremism and change; and Gender and transformation in the 
region. Read more ... http:i/wwwsa,.;netlusotcontent/pc\!hawar-confererv:e-change·pak·afghan-borderland 

Umea University co-organises second Conference on Global Public Health in Colombo 

In a joint initiative, Um ea University and the International Centre for Research & Development (ICRD) in Sri Lanka, organizes a 
second International Conference on Global Public Health (GPH 2014) in Colombo on 3-4 July 2014. The contact persons are 
Research Coordinator Raman Pree! (photo) at Epidemiology and Global Health/Umea International School of Public Health, 
Umea University, and Prabhath Patabendi at ICRD. The conference focuses on development agenda at a cross-roads, with 
education, equality and economy the three pillars as themes that push the global health agenda. Read more ... 
http /twww sa_SO .t lv.se/content:um1 '1ID1Vers1tv-co-orq ... llSes-second-confer'll' ·~·qlobal-pubhc-heal .1 • .i1001bi 



Bhutanese film festival in Denmark 

From the 27th February to Sth March 2014 the Bhutanese film festival "New Movies from Bhutan - cinematic views on a magical 
culture" is held in Denmark. During this period cinemas across the country will be showing new and inspiring movies from 
Bhutan. Four of Bhutan's leading filmmakers will be visiting Denmark during the festival and debates on Bhutanese film and 
development in Bhutan will be arranged in connection to the festival. One of the film makers visiting Denmark is Kesang Oorjee -
the woman behind the documentaries on women in politics; "Yes Madam Prime Minister" and "Bhutan Women Forward", which 
are both supported by the Danish Institute for Parties and Democracy (DIPD). Read more ... 
http /lwww.sasnet lu sr7/contenVbhutaneso 1ilm-lestivfil·rl~ 

Aarhus University invites applications for teaching position in Hindi 

The Department of Culture and Society at University of Aarhus in Denmark invites applications for a teaching assistant 
professorship in Hindi. The position is affiliated with the South Asia studies programme at Asia studies, and the teaching 
assistant professorship involves teaching Hindi courses in the Bachelor's degree programme in South Asia studies and the 
Master's degree programme in Asia studies (India and South Asia). The teaching assistant professorship is a permanent 
position dedicated to full-time teaching, including 20% for developing the subject area. The appointment begins on 1 August 
2014 or as soon as possible thereafter. More information ... http://www sasnet lu se/content/aarhus-university-1nvites
applications ·teaching·posit1on-hindi 

CeMIS in Gottingen announces postdoc position in South Asian Religious studies 

The Centre for Modern Indian Studies (CeMIS) at the Georg-August-Universitat Gottingen, Germany, seeks to fill the position of 
a Postdoctoral Fellow in South Asian Studies. with a Focus on Religion. This position should be filled by October 1, 2014. 
Applications are welcome from scholars across the social sciences and humanities whose work represents an innovative 
approach to thinking about questions of religion in India. Preference will be given to candidates whose research and writing 
addresses one or more of the following topics: minority religions, conversion, gender, caste and social inequality, religion and 
empire, religion and democratic theory and practice, and religion and violence. Read more ... 
htt1r/tww~ :>asnet lu se ;ontenVcemis-qottingen-ann.QI '1ces-oostdoc,-oosruon-soytn !l.Sian-religio11s-stud1es 

SASNET interaction with regional business promotion agency 

On Friday 28th February 2014, SASNET deputy director Lars Eklund had a meeting with Ms. Therese Lindsley, Head of 
Business Development, Services Industry & Cleantech at Invest in Skane, the official regional business promotion agency for 
Southern Sweden. It is part of the marketing organisation called Business Region Skane, which is owned by the regional council 
- Region Skane - and the municipalities of Skane. Lars and Therese discussed how SASNET with its focus on academic 
research and education, and Invest in Skane with its focus on business promotion, can interact and collaborate on specific 
issues in the future. Read more ... !ill.IL~.'ww.sasnt. 11 ;;f?Icor.te11t. 1snet-mteract10 ·•29ional busmess-promotion-agen;y 

Miss India Worldwide Scandinavia 2014 Contest in Stockholm 

Miss India Worldwide Scandinavia 2014 Contest will be held in Stockholm on Satuday 1 March 2014, at 18.00. Venue: 
Berwaldhallen, Stockholm. Judges have been invited from different countries. The winner of Miss India Scandinavia competition 
will go on to participate in Miss India Worldwide in New Zealand as a representative of Sweden. Read more ... 
http·/fwww.sasnet.lu se/contcntirniss-jorlia-worldwido-scand1navia·2Q14·contest·stocbholm 
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